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Who we are
Greening the Islands is an innovative
organization that supports self-sufficiency
and sustainability of islands worldwide.
We match needs and solutions enabling
cooperation between local authorities,
business, citizens and academia.

We support the
development of
innovative
sustainable
solutions for
islands and
disseminates
best practice.
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What we do

observatory

GTI Observatory
A global initiative that aggregates key
stakeholders to match island needs and
innovative solutions in energy, water,
mobility and environmental sectors.
The GTI Observatory facilities the
development of shared strategies
between governments and corporates.

The GTI Observatory Context
•

COP 21: islands recognised as an ideal laboratory
for technological innovation against climate change;

•

Greening the Islands in Favignana: European
Commission launched “Clean Energy for EU Islands”
initiative to support the energy transition of EU
islands from 2020 to 2030.

•

Malta 2017: political declaration signed to
accelerate renewables energy transition in more
than 2.700 UE islands;

•

Several global institutions such as UN and IRENA
have started specific programs for small islands
development states (SIDS).

observatory
Observatory main activities
1. Selection of islands
2. Plenary and island meetings with members
3. Reports
Topics:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Environment status of the islands
Polices & regulations
Incentive schemes
Permitting
Technologies & solutions
Cost
Pre-feasibility analysis on potential projects
Public/private funds (EU funds, World Bank, etc.)
Recommendations for decarbonisation plans
Best practices
Sustainable tourism opportunities

1st GTI Observatory launching event
5° GTI Int. Conference Minorca May 2018

2º GTI Observatory Meeting
Rome November 2018

observatory
Crete Meeting

GTI Observatory Crete Island Meeting
Two days meeting in
Crete/Greece, hosted by the
Island’ Government,
involving all key local
stakeholders, corporate and
industry associations
members.
The meeting’ goal was to
run a deep dive into islands
status and needs, facilitating
the origination of projects
also through site visits.
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GTI Observatory Crete Island Meeting
Two days meeting in
Crete/Greece, hosted by the
Island’ Government, involving
all key local stakeholders,
corporate and industry
associations members.

The meeting’ goal was to run a
deep dive into islands status and
needs, facilitating the origination of
projects also through site visits.
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GTI Observatory Crete Meeting
The priorities emerged by the Observatory Crete Island Meeting organised by sectors

ENERGY

• Storage system implementation, distributed and concentrated, to support the increase of
renewables (in the short-term focus on storage projects for wind farms already under
permitting)
• Local energy communities and cooperative model to be tested in Crete. Analysis of the
actual Greek legislation on the topic.

• Hybridization of the 3 thermal plants with renewables – analysis of actual Greek regulation
• Energy efficiency policy and solutions for hotels, buildings and street lights
• Social acceptance of RES in Crete
• Security of supply – RES diversification and policy for RES dissemination
• Control grid implementation – smart grid
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Crete Meeting

GTI Observatory Crete Meeting
The priorities emerged by the Observatory Crete Island Meeting organised by sectors

WATER
• Drought protection and overall efficiency in water management. Analysis of
the losses in the water grid and solutions.
• Water management strategy to face the fluctuation of the demand from
winter to summer due to tourism
• Seawater desalination, including environment brine impact, and wastewater
reuse.
• Preventing aquifer overexploitation
• Pumping efficiency
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GTI Observatory Crete Meeting
The priorities emerged by the Observatory Crete Island Meeting organised by sectors

MOBILITY

• Analysis of car sharing and pooling models in Crete. Pilot in Heraklion.
• Electrification of ports and vessels: charging infrastructure and policy to
promote use of electric boats
• Policies to incentive the use of electric cars, restrictions for polluting
vehicles in urban areas. Create a business model to encourage private
companies to support adoption of electric cars
• Examine the possibility to develop a V2G (Vehicle to Grid) pilot. Proposal for
some revisions of the legislation
• Analyze the possibility to create specific road path for bicycles
• Policies to encourage the use of renewable energy sources for mobility
• Analyze the possibility of development of a web-app to support the use of
electric vehicles by locals and tourist users also from Crete to other
destinations
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GTI Observatory Crete Meeting
The priorities emerged by the Observatory Crete Island Meeting organised by sectors

WASTE

• Proposals of new methods to increase separate collection starting from
glass, paper, metals, plastic and organic waste from hotels and markets
and then implementation of domestic organic waste collection;
• Evaluate biogas plants for organic waste and domestic composting for
remote areas;
• Analyse the opportunity of organic sludge treatment and reuse for
agriculture;
• Proposals of methods to increase collection and reuse of demolition
materials;
• Proposals of awareness campaign for Crete population;

observatory
2019

Ongoing activities

Jan

Feb

The meetings’ goal is to run a deep dive into
islands status and needs, facilitate the origination
of projects also through site visits.

May

Apr

Jun

Crete
Meeting

Favignana
Meeting

Data collection on the Observatory topics.
Two days meetings in each island of the
Observatory, hosted by the Islands’ Governments,
involving all key local stakeholders, corporate and
industry associations members.

Mar

Preparation of
Island
Meetings
with Members

Helgoland
Meeting
Side Event
& Exhibition
To Secretariat
Forum
Boracay

Meeting

observatory
Islands benefits

Analysis on the status of the island for the areas
involved in the study by specialized professionals

Benchmarking with the other selected islands

Identification of
innovative solutions

Finance opportunities: private investors or
public funds (EU, World Bank, etc.)

Recommendations of actions for the local
population and enterprises

Promotion of the island as a green destination
for a tourism oriented to sustainability

observatory
Members
Islands Members

Gold Members

Associate Members

Members

Industry Association Members

observatory
Global Index

Greening the Islands
Observatory Global Index
is a new way to measure environmental
actions os islands around the world
The index will be produced as part of the GTI Observatory’s
work to measure the progress that islands around the
world are making towards a greener future and how islands
are designing and implementing policies for sustainable
development.

GTI drop system will
highlight and rate the
best islands on sustainability

observatory
Global Index

Governments/Municipalities of any island that have made or
started actions to reduce CO2 emissions in their territories can
apply to the Greening the Islands Observatory Global Index.
Companies or other stakeholders involved in those actions
need to cooperate.

academy

technical mini master

The GTI Academy aims to build capabilities in the islands to
support the implemention of the needed decarbonisation actions
that will emerge from the Observatory reports.
What does it mean transitioning an island towards a green economy?
How can be approached?
Which are the major challenges to overcome?
Which is the best path towards implementation?
What are the benefits for the islands?
What does it mean to become a green destination?
Target: leaders of island government and institutions, including senior
technical staff, utilities, managers of companies.

academy
for KIDS

Greening the Islands supports the Global Strike for
Climate with brochure for kids on how to combat
climate change and prevent many islands from
disappearing.

App

Online Island Community

News | Forums | Networking | Webcast
Online Community
We provide a variety of
communication and training tools
for the network: live conferences,
online discussions, webinars and
thematic forums

Live Streaming
We connect the conference and the island with a
wider audience around the world

conferences
Since 2014 Greening the Islands has
organized nine international and
national conferences promoting the
enlarged concept of circular island
economies, developing the nexus
between energy, water and mobility
and embracing also waste, agriculture,
tourism, culture and traditions.
Pantelleria 2014

Canary Islands 2016

Malta 2015

La Maddalena 2016

Favignana 2017

Menorca 2018

Roma 2018

conferences

awards
Since 2015, Greening the Islands
Awards has recognised the best
solutions on energy, water and mobility
as voted by prestigious jury members as
well as community members.

GTI Jury 2018

Thank you!
Join us to connect island innovations
info@greeningtheislands.net

www.greeningtheislands.net

